Yamaha V4 115 Outboard
jet drive kits - outboardjets - jet drive kits 2018 hp year no. displ. price cyl cu. in. tiller handle remote
control 15" 20" 25" 25 1987-present 2 24.1 ba bal 2,16 1901.55 25-30 1987-2002 3 30.27 ... marine
outboard motor application guide - yamaha †motors 2-stroke 50hp and below 245 cca (323 mca) dp24 140
24m5, 24m6, 24m7, na na 52 rc @ 125 amps 27m6 40, 1 , dp27 140,, 40 ah @ 20 ah rate dp31dt 140 ...
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